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1 IntrodutionThe pattern-mathing problem is the entral algorithmi problem related to texts, see [1℄. Reentlythe problem was onsidered in a ompressed setting, see [2℄. We use a simpler (ompared with [2℄)type of ompression in terms of straight-line programs (grammars, or reurrenes). Examples oftypial words desribed in this way are Fibonai words and Thue-Morse words. Suh type of a shortdesription (ompression) is enough powerful to desribe very suintly some interesting words, andsimultaneously it is enough simple to ahieve the time omplexity of the pattern-mathing problemsimilar to the omplexity of the equality-testing. Our main aim is to extend the result of [6℄ from theequality-testing problem to the pattern-mathing problem. The main di�erene between our resultsand the results in [2℄ is that in [2℄ patterns are assumed to have expliit representations, while weallow patterns to be given impliitly by a short desription, so our results and results in [2℄ are ratherinomparable.Our algorithm works for an impliit pattern-mathing problems for some well strutured andexponentially long strings, given in the form of a suint desription. The desriptive size n ofsuh strings is the size of their desription, while their real size N is the atual length of the string,assuming it is expliitly written. The size of the whole problem is n. Usually N = 
(2�n).A straight-line program R is a sequene of assignment statements:X1 = expr1; X2 = expr 2; : : : ; Xn = exprnwhere Xi are variables and expr i are expressions of the form:� expr i is a symbol of a given alphabet �, or� expr i = Xj �Xk, for some j; k < i, where � denotes the onatenation of Xj and Xk.For eah variable Xi, denote by �(Xi) the value of Xi after the exeution of the program. �(Xi)is the string desribed by Xi. Denote by R the string desribed by (the value of) the program R:R = �(R) = �(Xn). The size jRj of the program R is the number n, it is also alled the desriptivesize of the generated string R = �(R). R is alled a string with short desription, sine usually jRjis very long (exponentially) with respet to its desriptive size n = jRj.For a string w denote by w[i::j℄ the subword of w starting at i and ending at j. Similarly for avariable X denote X [i::j℄ = �(X)[i::j℄. We an later identify variables with their values.Denote by P and T the desriptions of a pattern P and a text T . P ours in T at position i i�T [i::i+ jP j � 1℄ = P . The string mathing problem for strings with short desriptions is:given P and T , hek if P ours in T , if \yes" then �nd any ourrene i.The size n of the problem is the size jT j of the desription of the text T . Assume jPj = m � n.Our main result is the following theorem. 2



Theorem 1The pattern-mathing problem for strings with short desriptions an be solved in O(n4 logn) time.Example 1. Let us onsider the following straight-line programs T and P . The program T desribesthe 8th Fibonai word, see [4℄.T : X1 = b;X2 = a;X3 = X2 �X1;X4 = X3 �X2;X5 = X4 �X3;X6 = X5 �X4;X7 = X6 �X5;X8 = X7 �X6 P : Y1 = b;Y2 = a;Y3 = Y2 �Y1;Y4 = Y2 �Y3;Y5 = Y3 �Y2;Y6 = Y4 �Y4;Y7 = Y6 �Y5:We an see that T = �(T ) = �(X8) = abaababaabaababaababa;P = �(P) = �(Y7) = aabaababaas shown in Figure 1. An ourrene i = 8 of P in T is a solution to this instane. As we show inthe subsequent setions, we an �nd suh an ourrene without expanding the strings expliitly.

Figure 1: The evaluation trees for the text T (top-down) and the pattern P (bottom-up), there isan ourrene of the pattern P starting at position 8 of T .3



2 The suint representation of the overlap strutureAn overlap is a triple Overlap(X; Y; k), where k � jX j; jY j. We say that this overlap is valid i�Y [1::k℄ is a suÆx of X , see an example in Figure 2.
Figure 2: Overlap(X5; X5; 2): an example of an overlap for the variables in the straight-line programT from Example 1.The overlap query is the question of the type: is Overlap(X; Y; k) valid?The overlap struture of a straight-line program R represents all (potentially exponentially many)valid overlaps between variables of R and allows to answer eah overlap query in short time. We showthat using the periodiity approah a suint representation is possible using only O(n3) spae.Example 2Let us onsider the straight-line program T for the 8th Fibonai word in Example 1. Table 1 showsits overlap struture.X1 X2 X3 X4 X5 X6 X7 X8X1 f1g ; ; ; ; ; ; ;X2 ; f1g f1g f1g f1g f1g f1g f1gX3 f1g ; f2g f2g f2g f2g f2g f2gX4 ; f1g f1g f1; 3g f1; 3g f1; 3g f1; 3g f1; 3gX5 f1g ; f2g f2g f2; 5g f2; 5g f2; 5g f2; 5gX6 ; f1g f1g f1; 3g f1; 3g f1; 3; 8g f1; 3; 8g f1; 3; 8gX7 f1g ; f2g f2g f2; 5g f2; 5g f2; 5; 13g f2; 5; 13gX8 ; f1g f1g f1; 3g f1; 3g f1; 3; 8g f1; 3; 8g f1; 3; 8; 21gTable 1: The overlap struture of the example straight-line program T . For eah Xi and Xj , theontent at olumn Xi and row Xj is the set of all k's suh that Overlap(Xi; Xj; k) is valid.First we state some fats about periodiities useful in the onstrution of the suint represen-tation.A nonnegative integer p is a period of a nonempty string w i� w[i℄ = w[i � p℄, whenever both4



sides are de�ned. Hene p = jwj and p = 0 are onsidered to be periods.Lemma 1 (periodiity lemma, see [1℄)If w has two periods p; q suh that p + q � jwj then gd(p; q) is a period of w, where gd means\greatest ommon divisor".Denote Periods(w) = fp : p is a period of wg. A set of integers forming an arithmeti progressionis alled here linear. We say that a set of positive integers from [1 : : :N ℄ is suint w.r.t. N i� itan be deomposed in at most blog2N+ 1 linear sets. For example the set Periods(aba) = f0; 2; 3gonsists of blog2 3+ 1 = 2 suh sets. The following fat is a onsequene of Lemma 1.For sets U and W de�ne U �W = fi+ j : i 2 U; j 2 Wg.Lemma 2 (applying periodiity lemma) The set Periods(w) is suint w.r.t. jwj.Proof.The proof is by indution with respet to j = blog2(jwj). The ase j = 0 is trivial, one-letter string(jwj = 1) has periods 0 and 1 (forming a single progression), hene we have preisely blog2(jwj)+ 1progressions.Let k = d jwj2 e. It follows diretly from lemma 1 that all periods in A = Periods(w)\ [1 : : :k℄ forma single arithmeti progression, whose step is the greatest ommon divisor of all of them. Let q bethe smallest period larger than k. Then it is easy to see thatPeriods(w) = A [ fqg � Periods(w[q + 1::jwj℄):Now the laim follows from by indutive assumption, sine blog2(jwj � q) < j and A is a singleprogression.The desription of the suint representation of the overlap strutureThe set of all overlaps of variables of a given straight-line program R is represented by the tableOV [Xi; Xj℄, 1 � i; j � n, where:OV [Xi; Xj℄ = fk : Overlap(Xi; Xj; k) is valid g .The value of OV [Xi; Xj℄ is stored as a pair (k;Periods(Xj[1::k℄)), where k = maxfp : p 2OV [Xi; Xj℄g. The set Periods(Xj [1::k℄) is stored in a suint way. Aording to Lemma 2 thisset onsists of O(n) arithmeti progressions.So we maintain the value of eah suh set as a desription of a linear number of progressions,for eah progression only the �rst and the seond element is needed (in this partiular ase eahprogression ontinues until it is outside k). Assume that these sets are sorted with respet to the�rst element of eah progression.The following lemma follows diretly from the fat that we keep sets the progressions (related tooverlaps) in a sorted order. 5



Lemma 3 If the set of all overlaps between two variables X and Y is omputed and suintlyrepresented then eah overlap query between X and Y an be answered in O(logn) time.The desription of the operation CompressAssume we have a (possibly redundant) representation V of the set of all overlaps between twovariables Xi, Xj in terms of a set V of progressions orresponding to periods of Periods(Xj[1::k℄) forsome k. Then for eah pair of progressions we hek if one is ontained in the other and wheneverthis happens we remove a redundant progression. It takes O(n2) time, having representations (of aonstant size) for eah progression. The resulting set is denoted by Compress(V ).3 The First Mismath and the Period ContinuationAssume R is a given straight-line program, whose variables are X1; X2; : : : ; Xn. If i < j then we saythat Xi preedes Xj.Assume jY j � k. De�ne FirstMismath(X; Y; k) as a �rst mismath (from left) whih is a witness tothe fat that Overlap(X; Y; k) is not valid, more formally:FirstMismath(X; Y; k) = minfi > 0 : X [jX j � k + i℄ 6= Y [i℄g.If there is no suh i then the value of FirstMismath(X; Y; k) equals nil.
Figure 3: Looking for the �rst mismath in Overlap(A;B; k).Theorem 2 Assume A and B are two variables of a given straight-line program. Then the value ofFirstMismath(A;B; k) an be omputed with O(n) overlap queries between variables whih preedeA or B.Proof. Consider the evaluation trees for variables A, B. The internal nodes an be identi�ed withorresponding variables. We use a kind of binary searh going down alternatively in the �rst or theseond tree. Assume we are to ompute the �rst mismath in the overlap between A and B, see6



Figure 3. We go down the tree with root A to �nd the �rst node C suh that its left subtree makesan overlap with B, see Figure 3 (on the left).Then we hek if the overlap between B and D is valid.If "no" then we searh reursively for a mismath in the overlap between D and B.If "yes" then we go down (up on the �gure) from the root in the tree rooted at B to �nd the �rstnode F whose sons G and H overlap the tree rooted at B. Then we test the validity of the overlapbetween G and E. If the answer is "no" then we searh reursively for a mismath in this overlap.Otherwise we searh reursively in the overlap between H and E.In this way after a onstant number of overlap queries we go down (towards the leaves) in one ofthe trees. The height of the trees is O(n), hene the number of queries is linear. This ompletes theproof.
Figure 4: We know that in A there is the period p in the part B. The �rst mismath to theontinuation of this periodiity in C is found by two appliations of searhing �rst mismathes inoverlaps.Theorem 3 Assume the suint representation of the overlap struture of all variables preedingA and there is a period p in the B part of A, where A = B � C. Then the �rst mismath to theontinuation of the period p in C an be omputed in O(n logn) time.Proof. We refer to Figure 4. First we searh for the mismath in the overlap between B and C, usingthe algorithm FirstMismath(B;C; p) in Theorem 2. Then, if there was no mismath, we searh inthe overlap between C and C by FirstMismath(C;C; jCj� p).7



4 Preproessing: omputing the overlap struture of P and TLet R be the onatenation of straight-line programs P and T together. We show how to omputeeÆiently the (suintly represented) overlap struture for all variables in R. Assume the variablesare X1; : : : ; Xn. The omputation is bottom-up. For eah pair of terminal variables X and Y , thealgorithm �rst omputes OV [X; Y ℄ in a naive way, Then it omputes the elements of the table OVaording to the order presented in Figure 5. The basi auxiliary operation is the pre�x extension.
Figure 5: The order of proessing elements of the table OV .Assume that U � [1::n℄. De�ne:PrefExt(U;A;B) = fk + jBj : k 2 U A[1::k℄ �B is a pre�x of Ag.The algorithm is based on the following obvious fat:ObservationAssume that Xi = Xp �Xq and U := OV [Xp; Xj℄ and W := OV [Xj ; Xq℄. ThenOV [Xi; Xj ℄ := Compress(PrefExt(U;Xj; Xq) [W ).

Figure 6: k + jBj 2 PrefExt(U;A;B) i� the ommon parts of A and B agree.8



ALGORITHM Compute Overlap Struture ;ompute OV [Xi; Xj℄ for eah pair of terminal variables;for (i; j) in the order shown in Figure 5 dobeginfAssume Xi = Xp �Xqgf omputation of OV [Xi; Xj℄ gU := OV [Xp; Xj℄;U := PrefExt(U;Xj; Xq);W := OV [Xj; Xq℄;OV [Xi; Xj℄ := Compress(U [W );endThe next lemma says that the operations PrefExt is enough eÆient in ase of a single progression.The lemma was essentially proved in [5℄, we have only to observe additionally (ompared with proofin [5℄) that the period ontinuation an be omputed in O(n logn) time.Lemma 4Assume A and B are two variables and the overlap struture for variables whih preede A or Bis omputed. Let S = ft0; t1; : : : ; tsg � [1 : : :k℄ be a linear set given by its suint representation,where t0 = k and strings xi = A[1 : : : ti℄, 0 � i � s, are suÆxes of A[1 : : :k℄. Then the representationof PrefExt(S;A;B) an be omputed in O(n logn) time.Proof. Assume the sequene t0; t1; : : : ; ts is dereasing. We need to ompute all possible ontinuationof xi's in A whih math B, see Figure 6. Denote yi = A[1::jxij + jBj℄ and Z = A[1::k℄ �B. Heneour aim is to �nd all i's suh that yi is a suÆx of Z, (0 � i � s). We all suh i's good indies. Letp = t1 � t0 be the step of the linear set S. The p is the period of A[1::k℄.We an ompute the �rst mismath to the ontinuation of periodiity p in Z and in y0 using thealgorithm from Lemma 3.There are four basi ases:Case A: there is no mismath in Z but there is no mismath for the periodiity p in y0.Then good indies are all i � r, where r is the �rst index suh that yr ontains no mismathat all. We have r = 4 in Figure 7 (ase A).Case B: there is a mismath in Z and a mismath in y0.Then the only possible good index i is suh that the �rst mismath in yi is exatly over the�rst mismath in Z. See Figure 7 (ase B), where the only good index is i = 2. We an easilyalulate suh i, it is also possible that there is no good i in this ase.Case C: there is no mismath in Z or y0. Then all indies i are good.9



Figure 7: Two ases: Z = A[1::k℄ �B has (has no) mismath, yi = A[1::jXij+ jBj℄.Case D: there is a mismath in Z but not in y0.Then none of indies i is good.In this way we ompute the set of good indies. Observe that it onsists of a subset of onseutiveindies from the set S. So the orresponding set (the required output) of integers fjyij : i is a goodindex g is linear. This ompletes the proof.The set U in the algorithm onsists of a linear number of arithmeti progressions. Hene for eahpair (Xi; Xj) we perform O(n) operations PrefExt applied to an arithmeti progressions. Altogetherwe do O(n3) suh operations, hene the total time is O(n4 logn). This implies the main result ofthis setion:Theorem 4 The suint representation of the overlap struture for a given straight-line programR an be omputed in O(n4 logn) time.As a side e�et of Theorem 4 we an ompute the set of all periods for strings with short desriptions.Theorem 5 Assume X is a string given by its desription of size n. Then we an ompute inO(n4 log(n)) time a linear size representation of the set Periods(�(X )).10



5 The Pattern-Mathing AlgorithmDenote ArithProg(i; p; k) = fi; i+ p; i+ 2p; : : : ; i+ kpg, so it is an arithmeti progression of lengthk+ 1. Its desription is given by numbers i; p; k written in binary. The size of the desription, is thetotal number of bits in i; p; k.Denote by Solution(p; U;W ) any position i 2 U suh that i + j = p for some j 2 W . If there isno suh position i then Solution(p; U;W ) = 0.Lemma 5 (appliation of Eulid algorithm)Assume that two linear sets U;W � [1 : : :N ℄ are given by their desriptions. Then for a given number 2 [1 : : :N ℄ we an ompute Solution(; U;W ) in O(n2) time, where n = logN .Proof. The problem an be easily redued to the problem:for given nonnegative integers a; b; ; A;B �nd any integer solution (x; y) to the followingequation with onstraintsax + by = ; (1 � x � A; 1 � y � B): (1)It is enough to ompute a solution in O(n2) time with respet to the number of bits of the inputonstants.We an assume that a; b are relatively prime, otherwise we an divide the equation by theirgreatest ommon divisor.As a side e�et of Eulid algorithm applied to a; b we obtain integers (not neessarily positive,but with not too many bits) x00; y00 suh that ax00 + by00 = 1. Let x0 = x00, y0 = y00. Then allsolutions to the equation (1) are of the form(x; y) = (x0 + kb; y0 � ka); where k is an integer parameter.This de�nes a line, and we have to �nd any integer point in the retangle f(i; j) : 1 � i � A,1 � j � Bg whih is hitten by this line. This an be done in O(n2) time using operations div andmod on integers. We refer for details to [3℄ (see page 325 and Exerise 14 on page 327).ALGORITHM PATTERN MATCHING ;Compute Overlap Struture ; f preproessing gfor k = 1 to n dofassume Xk = Xi �Xj for i; j < k gpos := Solution(jP j; OV [Xi; P ℄; OV [P;Xj℄);if pos 6= 0 then report an ourrene and STOP11



Figure 8: U1 = OV [Xi; P ℄ and U2 = OV [P;Xj℄, the algorithm �nd positions in these sets whosedi�erene is the length of the pattern.Theorem 6 The algorithm PATTERN MATCHING works in O(n4 logn) time.Proof. It an be shown that the operation Solution(jP j; OV [Xi; P ℄; OV [P;Xj℄) an be done byapplying O(n) appliations of this operation Solution(; U;W ) for sets U , W whih are arith-meti progressions, eah of these operations an be done in O(n2) time. Hene the operationSolution(jP j; OV [Xi; P ℄; OV [P;Xj℄) an be performed in O(n3) time. The algorithm makes O(n)suh operations, hene the total omplexity for all these operations is O(n4). The overlap struturean be onstruted in O(n4 logn) time, so the whole algorithm PATTERN MATCHING works inasymptotially the same time. This ompletes the proof of this theorem (and also of our main result:Theorem 1).Referenes[1℄ M. Crohemore and W. Rytter, Text Algorithms, Oxford University Press, New York (1994).[2℄ M. Farah and M. Thorup, \String-mathing in Lempel-Ziv ompressed strings", to appear inPro. 27th ACM STOC (1995).[3℄ D. Knuth, The Art of Computing, Vol. II: Seminumerial Algorithms. Seond edition. Addison-Wesley (1981).[4℄ M. Lothaire, Combinatoris on Words. Addison-Wesley (1993).[5℄ M. Karpinski, W. Rytter, A. Shinohara, \Pattern-mathing for strings with short desriptions",to appear in the proeedings of Combinatorial Pattern Mathing 1995, preliminary version inResearh Report, Institut f�ur Informatik der Universit�at Bonn, No. 85124-CS (1995)[6℄ W. Plandowski, \Testing equivalene of morphisms on ontext-free languages", ESA'94, LetureNotes in Computer Siene 855, Springer-Verlag, 460{470 (1994).12


